Shooting Video

The Special Invesitgations Unit has identified the Danforth shooting . The gunman was
randomly shooting like someone “in a video game,”. 1 day ago Video posted to social media
on Sunday shows the man believed to be responsible for the shooting in Toronto's Danforth
area which left.
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1 day ago Witness footage has emerged of a man who fired a handgun into restaurants and
cafes as he walked along a street in Toronto. Video from the scene shows a man dressed in
black clothes and a black hat walking quickly before firing three shots from the pavement into
a shop or. 2 days ago - 44 sec Your browser does not currently recognize any of the video
formats available. Click here to.
1 day ago James Saylor allegedly had already cracked off a shot from hiscaliber handgun, the
bullet ricocheting off the Red Rose's exterior, when.
1 day ago - 24 sec The gunman was also killed after exchanging gunfire with police. Video
posted to Twitter. 11 hours ago - 7 min - Uploaded by CNN Florida's "stand your ground" law
could save a man from prosecution after he fatally shot. 20 hours ago Video from the scene of
a mass shooting on the Danforth Sunday night shows injured people lying on the ground as
first responders rush to the. 22 hours ago - 49 sec Two people were killed and 13 others were
hurt when a gunman opened fire in the Greektown. 12 hours ago Coeur d'Alene police released
video Monday showing the fatal shooting of year-old Curtis Ware during a February traffic
stop that left a. 17 Jan - 4 min In disturbing body-cam video released by Mesa Police, unarmed
man Daniel Shaver is.
15 hours ago Houston police have released new video that shows the suspect who gunned
down a prominent cardiologist in the Texas Medical Center on. 13 hours ago Please select
another video. a gunman dressed all in black opened fire in a busy Toronto. 14 hours ago - 1
sec The family of a man accused in connection with the fatal mass shooting on The Danforth
has.
26 Dec Toronto homicide investigators released a disturbing video that shows the moment a
year.
1 day ago Earlier, Saunders urged the public to share any information they have about the
shooting, including video of what happened. He said the. 1 day ago Instagram video captures
gunman opening fire in Toronto Greektown shooting. The year-old was walking along
Danforth Avenue at around.
20 hours ago Video appeared to show the gunman, dressed in black, walking along the street
before stopping and aiming his weapon directly into a shop or.
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